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EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES COMMITTEE

AGENDA

7th Meeting, 2001 (Session 1)

Tuesday 27 March 2001

The Committee will meet at 10.00am in the Chamber, Assembly Hall, The
Mound, Edinburgh

1. Inquiry into Travelling People and Public Sector Policies (in private): The
Committee will consider its lines of questioning for ACPOS, Lanarkshire Health
Board, Grampian Racial Equality Council, Edinburgh and Lothians Racial Equality
Council, Travellers Site Managers Association, Fife Council, South Lanarkshire
Council, North Lanarkshire Council and COSLA.

Not before 10:15 am
2. Items in private: The Committee will consider whether to take items 5 and 6 in

private.

3. Inquiry into Travelling People and Public Sector Policies: The Committee will
take evidence from -

Acting Chief Constable Kenneth McInnes – ACPOS

Dr John Wrench – Lanarkshire Health Board

Ms Jeanie Felsinger – Grampian Racial Equality Council

Ms Nel Whiting – Edinburgh and Lothians Racial Equality
Council

Mr Frazer Campbell - Edinburgh and Lothians Racial Equality
Council

Mr Brian Kane – Travellers Site Managers Association

Ms Christine Carmichael – Travellers Site Managers Association

Mrs Jessie Wallace – Travellers Site Managers Association

Mr John Angus - COSLA

Mr John Mills – Fife Council



Mr Lindsay Freeland – South Lanarkshire Council

Mr Jim Duffin - South Lanarkshire Council

Mr John Gormley – North Lanarkshire Council

Mr Kevin McGowan – North Lanarkshire Council.

4. Reporters: The Committee will hear from Reporters.

5. Budget: The Committee will consider its approach to the 2002/03 budget
process and the role of Reporters.

6. Work Programme: The Committee will consider its future work programme.

**************

The following papers are attached:

Agenda Item 2

EO/01/07/1 (P) Private paper on questions for witnesses

Agenda Item 3

EO/01/07/2 Submission by ACPOS

EO/01/07/3 Submission by Lanarkshire Health Board

EO/01/07/4 Submission by Grampian Racial Equality Council

EO/01/07/5 Submission by Edinburgh and Lothians Racial Equality Council

EO/01/07/6 Submission by Travellers Site Managers Association

EO/01/07/7 Submission by COSLA

EO/01/07/8 Submission by Fife Council

EO/01/07/9 Submission by South Lanarkshire Council

EO/01/07/10 Submission by North Lanarkshire Council

Agenda Item 4

EO/01/07/13 Paper from the Gender Reporter

Agenda Item 5



EO/01/07/11 (P) Private paper on approach to the 2002/03 Budget process

Agenda Item 6

EO/01/07/12 (P) Private paper on the Committee’s work programme

EO/01/07/14 (P) Private paper on supporting Reporters

Lee Bridges
Clerk to the Committee

























































EO/01/07/7

Travelling People

1 Introduction

COSLA is pleased to take this opportunity to give evidence to the Equal
Opportunities Committee following the announcement in October 2000 of its intention
to hold an enquiry into Travelling People and Public Sector policies.
COSLA also supports the aim of the enquiry, which is to provide the basis for
practical proposals that could be adopted by councils and other relevant
agencies throughout Scotland and could contribute to cultural and social
attitudinal changes towards Travellers.

COSLA has maintained close contact with the Secretary of State’s Advisory
Committee on Travellers over the years and, in particular, during and since the
publication of its eighth term report when it suggested that it would like to
consider the idea of handing over its national coordinating role with regard to
best practice advice to councils, to COSLA, before its final term of office
comes to an end.

2   Site Provision and Services

Councils are responsible for the provision and management of sites used by
travelling people and for the provision of many of the services, which they
need and use.  Up to end 1998, funding was made available by the
Government (through a formal grant scheme) to councils specifically to
provide new sites and pitches for travelling people. This funding regime
ceased during 1999.

3   COSLA and the Advisory Committee

An Advisory Committee (initially called the Secretary of State’s Advisory
Committee on Travelling People) has, for many years, overseen the
general interests of travelling people in Scotland.  The Committee now
reports formally to the First Minister.  Ron Ashton, Director of Housing in
Angus Council, currently chairs the Committee, which is serviced by the
Scottish Executive and involves representatives from the travelling
community as well as from service providers.  During 1999, with the
support of the Scottish Executive, representatives from the Committee
approached COSLA to discuss a possible new role for COSLA in the future
co-ordination of travellers' issues, should Scottish Ministers decide at some
future date that the interests of travelling people could be more
appropriately coordinated through COSLA.  COSLA involved council
Traveller Site Managers in these discussions.
 
COSLA has been in discussion with the Advisory Committee to explore its
potential future role in traveller affairs. Wide discussion eventually centred on
three areas :
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• Encouraging effective and efficient management of official sites
and renewing advice and guidance to councils;

• Liaison with councils and other agencies on the social needs of
travellers - in particular to encourage use and expansion of
education on health facilities for travellers;

• Identifying need for further guidance on any aspect relating to
travellers and recommending how that need might be met.

During discussions with the Advisory Committee COSLA made it clear that it
could not be expected to replicate the role of the Committee, particularly
without having available to it the resources currently utilised by the executive
towards travellers and the administrative support to the Committee. However
COSLA would endeavour to deal with traveller matters at a strategic level,
operational matters would be dealt with by individual councils. The Scottish
Executive would require to continue to be involved in terms of such issues as
traveller counts, liaison with the Crown Office and responding to complaints or
representations from traveller organisations and lobby groups.

4   COSLA  Position Statement on Travellers
 
Prior to the Committee’s approach, a COSLA Housing Task Group had
considered travellers’ issues and reported on these in a discussion paper in
1997 “Equal Opportunities in Housing”.  That paper endorsed a review of pitch
targets and the need for a survey reliably to count the number of travelling
people in Scotland.  It stated that COSLA had concerns about the principle of
a ’Toleration Policy’ as it may undermine travellers’ rights.  And it
recommended an examination of the potential to involve travellers more in site
management and also to involve them when councils are discussing options
for new sites.

The last few years have seen progress on all of these issues and councils have also
endeavoured to address the wider recommendations which have emerged from the
Advisory Committee’s reports relating to education, health and other support issues.
 

5 Travellers and Access to Council Services

COSLA has made clear its support for a number of recommendations to emerge from
the Advisory Committee including the following:

• For COSLA to pursue a policy of equity for travellers in access to and use of
public services, particularly an education which supports a travellers' way of
life, including access to learning materials and supported study while
travelling.

• Councils, through COSLA, jointly to seek ways to ensure the transfer of
simple records and to support travellers’ use of open and distance learning
materials in order to ensure continuity and coherence in their education.

• Councils and Police Forces throughout Scotland coordinate their efforts to
deal with the problem of violence and intimidation within the traveller
community.

• Each council to identify an officer to fulfil the role of Travelling People’s
Liaison Officer within its establishment.
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• Councils ensure that sites for travelling people are managed in a professional
manner by dedicated staff who are given appropriate training and
management support to enable them to fulfil their duties effectively.

• Councils and others continue to practise toleration and non-harassment when
dealing with illegal encampments causing no other nuisance.

• Councils seek to educate all staff as part of their ethnic minorities training,
particularly staff dealing with travellers in their daily work, e.g. in housing,
education, social work and police services.

6  Policy Guidelines

COSLA supports the view that clear policy guidelines should be laid down to advise
and assist councils in all aspects of site management and to all issues relating to
Travelling Persons.

COSLA would highlight two issues in this regard:

• Complaints can be widespread and come from tenants, local residents,
neighbouring landowners and other departments in a council having no
direct involvement with traveller site management. Complaints may stem
from illegal encampments, dumping of rubbish, trespass and complaints
made by tenants on site management issues.

• Liaison is an important issue and guidelines should encourage it between
site management and their tenants, police, health and education services,
Traveller groups and other outside agencies who may be involved in
traveller related matters. At the present time most councils use the Site
Manager as their Traveller Liaison Officer but some councils have a
specialist appointed Traveller Liaison Officer, e.g. North Lanarkshire. The
policy guidelines may wish to advise councils with more than one site in
their area to consider such an appointment.

6   Conclusion

In general, COSLA has regarded discussions with the Advisory Committee as
constructive and positive.  There is recognition that, in considering the interests of
travelling people, COSLA would be bound to set these in the wider context of equal
opportunities within Scotland.  COSLA has made clear that it stands ready to
continue to act as a conduit for spreading the recommendations from the
Committee’s latest report and that, if this would be helpful, we would respond
positively to any recommendation from the Committee which suggested that COSLA
should nominate a representative to join it.

Kenny Simpson
COSLA
13 Nov 2000

















Department of Housing and Property Services

Tenancy Services & Accommodation Section
51 Manse Avenue
Coatbridge ML5 5QF

Our Ref: JL/ Contact: John Lockhart Director of Housing and Property Services
Your Ref: Telephone: (01236) 431331 Thomas McKenzie
Date: 23 March, 2001 Fax: (01236) 434981

e-mail LockhartJ@northlan.gov.uk

Alison Campbell
Assistant Clerk to the Equal Opportunities Committee
The Scottish Parliament
Room G7
Committee Chambers
George IV Bridge
Edinburgh
EH99 1SP

Dear Ms Campbell,

Equal Opportunities Committee
Inquiry into Travelling People and Public Sector Policies

I refer to the letter of 9 October 2000 from Lee Bridges, inviting submission to the above committee
and would submit the undernoted on behalf of North Lanarkshire Council.

As members will be aware there are three Local Authority Travelling Person’s Sites within North
Lanarkshire situated at:

Annathill 16 Pitches
Forrest Street, Airdrie 16 Pitches
Kirklee Road, Mossend 20 Pitches

Despite North Lanarkshire Council having a pitch target of 88, there are currently only three
Travelling Families in residence, all of whom occupy pitches at Annathill.

Annathill Site

This site opened in 1989 and up until 5 years ago had a one hundred percent occupancy rate,
however a particular family came onto the site and threatened several families.  Three of
whom left the next day, with further families leaving over the ensuing year.

Families who left Annathill for alternative accommodation advised our Travelling Person’s
Officer that they wouldn’t return to the sites.   Allegations have been made that the family
who threatened our clients were involved in a “protection racket”, demanding monies to the
value of £200 to £500.

There is currently no waiting list for Annathill.

Paper EO.01.07.10

Equal Opportunities Committee

27 March 2001



Forrest Street

This site opened in 1997. Since then, only one person has been accommodated.

This client stayed for approximately one year.  He left the site after threats of arson.   Many
prospective clients have been interviewed and viewed the sites, however declined due to fear
of intimidation.

Mossend Site

This site was extended and refurbished 1996 and only one application from a family has been
received.

This is being processed at present.

The Council employs a Travelling Person’s Officer within the Housing and Property Services
Department whose role is to manage the sites and with tenants on a daily basis. Within the Social
Work Department a Travelling Persons Liaison Officer provides guidance and support to all
Travelling people throughout North Lanarkshire on all aspects of Council and Welfare services.

The Travelling Persons Liaison Officer works closely with internal Departments such as Housing and
Property Services, Education, Planning, Elected Members and other agencies including the Police and
Benefits Agency.

This Officer is also in regular contact with other local authorities and an important role of the post is
to develop and improve relationships between Travellers and local community groups.

At present, consultation is taking place with Lanarkshire Health Board in relation to setting up a
Travellers Health Project in North Lanarkshire.  Despite the fact that all travelling persons have local
access to general practitioners and there is also a weekly clinic held by the health visitor in relation to
women’s health issues, there is evidence that Travelling People remain markedly less healthy than the
settled population.

It is hoped that this project, which is one of the first in Scotland, would help improve Travellers’
health.

In relation to Education, whilst there is established liaison between families and teachers from both
primary and secondary schools, where teachers will visit families, on request, to discuss educational
matters, there remains concern at the lack of numbers from the Travelling community who attend
Secondary Education.

This is a subject which has given concern over the years and begs more research and development to
improve the situation.

I have enclosed an updated copy of the Council’s site Management Plan.  This document was
originally drawn up following consultation with the former Secretary of State’s Advisory Committee
on Scotland’s Travelling People to accompany bids for funding, and has since been revised to take
account of representations made by Travellers, in particular the Scottish Gypsy/Travellers Association
and Officials of the Scottish Executive.

I have also enclosed a copy of the revised application form, issued to prospective tenants.



The future management of the Travelling Persons Sites within North Lanarkshire is currently under
consideration and interest has been expressed by private and voluntary sector organisations in
managing the sites on our behalf.

These proposals are under evaluation at present and recommendations will be made to a future
meeting of the Council’s Housing and Property Services Committee.

I trust that you will find this submission of interest and would invite you to contact my Tenancy
Services and Accommodation Manager, John Lockhart, at the above telephone number or e-mail
address for any further information.

Yours sincerely,

Director of Housing and Property Services.





North Lanarkshire Council

Housing and Property Services Department
Tenancy Services and Accommodation Section

Travelling Persons Sites

Kirklee Road, Mossend
Annathill, Glenboig

Forrest Street, Airdrie

Management Plan

July 2000



NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL

GUIDANCE NOTES TO APPLICANTS FOR PITCHES
                                              ON TRAVELLING PERSONS ACCOMMODATION SITES
__________________________________________________________________________________________
Please read Guidance Notes thoroughly before completing you Application, as failure to comply
with the requirements and conditions advised will result in the Application being refused.
If you are successful in you Application, please ensure that you read, understand and accept the
Site Rules issued with the Approval.
_________________________________________________________________________________

1. AUTHORISATION
Under no circumstances will a caravan be permitted within the Site Boundaries - including the car park

until a written Application for occupancy has been received and approved by the Housing Department.

2. REFERENCES
References will be requested from the previous sites or landlords you are required to name on the

Application. If any such reference indicates that you owe moneys to the site or landlord, or includes any report
of previous unsatisfactory behavior, your Application will not be approved. If you do not supply any
references, your Application will not be approved.

3. FALSE INFORMATION
Supplying false or deliberately misleading information in your Application, will lead to your

Application being refused, and your tenancy will be terminated if you are already on - site this comes to light.

4. ANIMALS
No animals should be kept on - site without the express, written permission of the Council.  Any

animals allowed must be kept under proper supervision and control and tenants will be held responsible for any
nuisance or annoyance caused by animals on the site.

5. VEHICLES
No vehicle above 3.5 tonne Gross Axle Weight will be permitted on - site EXCEPT for the purpose of

towing a caravan to, or from, the pitch, and normally only one caravan per pitch, however the Director of
Housing and Property Services may allow an additional caravan if, in his sole discretion, the family
composition would merit additional accommodation. No residential caravans allowed.
Caravans must be suitable for towing on the public highway, not transported.

6. COMMERCIAL WORK OR BUSINESS
This is a RESIDENTIAL SITE ONLY. No work of a commercial / business nature, nor any

implements materials or plant associated with such work is permitted on site.

7. POLLUTION
The site is pollution controlled, smoke free environment. The burning of any materials on site is

specifically forbidden. Disposing of refuse in any manner other than approved by site - management on the site
is specifically forbidden.

8. ANTI - SOCIAL BEHAVIOR
In the interests of other residents, an application with a known record of anti social behavior will not

have the Application approved. Once on site, any residents who, thoughtlessly or deliberately disturb the peace
or security of the site, or of other residents, may have their occupancy terminated. Within this category of
behavior is violence, excessive noise, inconsiderate parking etc.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

NOTE:
The Council is committed to administering and maintaining the Site to a high standard in the

interests of the residents. These guidelines and the site rules are designed to ensure this. Please be
satisfied that you are able and willing to comply fully with this method of management of the Site before
submitting your Application to the Travelling Persons Officer.



NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL HOUSING AND PROPERTY SERVICES DEPARTMENT

APPLICATION FOR TENANCY OF A PITCH AT
 SITE FOR TRAVELLING PEOPLE

Name Relationship
to Applicant

Date Of
Birth

Male/
Female

Marital
Status

National
Insurance
Number

1 Applicant
2
3
4
5
6

PREVIOUS ADDRESS: List ALL Previous Addresses in the LAST FIVE YEARS, with the most recent
first.

Address / Site     Dates of Occupancy
From

Date of Occupancy
To

Reason For Leaving

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Detail ANY Previous Occupations of this Site or North Lanarkshire Council sites if NO Previous
Occupations of ANY Site Write ”NONE”

From Date To Date Moved to Which Address or
Site

1
2
3
4

Details of ANY vehicles to be parked on site:

Make and Model Of Vehicle Registration
Number

Car or Van

1
2
3



Details and size of Trailer
________________________________________________________

Details of Relatives occupying Pitches on this or any North Lanarkshire Council Site.
If none write “None”

Name Relationship Pitch
Number

Site

DURATION OF STAY

If my application is granted, I intend to stay on this site for ______ Weeks/Months.

DECLARATION:
I have read the Guidance notes for applicants for a pitch at this site and I certify that the
particulars I have given in this form as true in every respect. I am aware that any false or
misleading information deliberately given by me, or relevant information withheld by me will
disqualify my application or may lead to my eviction from the site.

SIGNATURE:________________________ DATE:_______________

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Traveling Persons Officer:                                                                      Date:
Personal Details:
Other Relevant Details:
Assessment:

It is recommended that this Application is     Approved/Refused
Decision:
Occupancy is Approved/Refused

Authorised By:  ________________________                  Date:__________________



NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL

 TRAVELLING PERSONS SITE

DATE:

On behalf of and authorised by North Lanarkshire Council (referred to thereafter as the council) I
hereby offer to let to you_____________________________________________ (hereinafter referred
to as the tenant) the caravan Pitch number_______________ together with the amenity block adjacent
to the pitch (all referred to hereafter as the Pitch) at _____________________Travelling Persons Site,
(referred to hereafter as the site.)

The let shall be from         _________________________until ____________________

The rental charge shall be £________ per week exclusive of electricity which will be paid by means
of pre-payment card system. The council reserve the right to review the rent and other charges levied
for the Pitch subject to 28 days notice in writing being prior to any such review.

The let is subject to the further Conditions of Tenancy Listed there under:-

Rent is payable in advance, A receipt for each payment will be given by the council. In addition the
Tenant shall pay a deposit of £50.00 before access to the site is given or taken. The said deposit will
be returnable under deduction of any outstanding charges or costs for rent, damages or the like due the
council.

1. The tenant will only be permitted to park two vehicles on the Pitch.

2. In the event of the Tenant dying or otherwise becoming incapacitated and unable to stay on
the pitch then any bargain to follow hereon shall forthwith be null and void.

3. The amenity block mentioned above is to be used at all times for no other purpose or purposes
other than those related to the facilities provided in the amenity block without prejudice to the
foregoing generality allowing the amenity to be used for sleeping purpose is strictly
prohibited.

4. The tenant will be entitled to place on the Pitch allocated, accommodation for himself/herself
and dependents only( dependents being defined as only those named and approved by the
council on the relevant application form as residing with the tenant.) No lodgers or sub
tenants will be allowed or the erection of any structure capable of being towed by a vehicle on
a public highway.

5. The tenant shall not assign, sublet or otherwise give up to any person, including family
members and dependents, possession of the pitch. It being specially stated that no caravan
sold to a third will be allowed to remain or any part thereof.

6. The tenant shall keep the pitch in a clean and tidy condition all to the satisfaction of the
council and shall be jointly and severally responsible with other tenants for keeping the
common areas in a said clean and tidy condition. All litter and rubbish must be deposited in
the containers provided. The tenant shall be responsible for making arrangements for the
special collection of any litter or rubbish which is of unusual bulk.

7. At the termination of the lease, either voluntarily by the tenant or because he has been given
notice to quit, in terms hereinafter specified, the pitch must be left clean and tidy condition all



to the satisfaction of the council with any keys and other equipment furnished by the council,
returned to the Travelling persons officer. Any items left on the Pitch must also be removed
by the Tenant, failing which the council will arrange for their disposal and any expenditure so
incurred will be recharged to the tenant.

8. If the tenant requires to leave the site without giving 7 days notice in writing, one weeks rent
will be charged in lieu of notice. Should a tenant leave a site without giving notice or whilst in
arrears with any changes, he will be taken to have breached this contract and the same will be
terminated forthwith without the necessity of the council serving a notice to quit. The council
reserve the right to dispose of any property left on or around the Pitch or Site belonging to the
tenant, without incurring any liability on the part of the council and to take immediate steps to
re-let the Pitch.

9. The council shall be entitled to seek recompense for any loss, injury or damage caused by the
Tenant or his/her dependents to the site, Pitch or any buildings on the site whether attached to
the pitch or not, to any equipment, fixtures or fittings supplied by the council.

10. The Tenant is required to immediately report all defects in the Pitch or amenity block to the
Travelling Persons Officer.

11. The council, or any other person authorised by the council, may enter upon the Pitch (I) at all
reasonable times for the purpose of inspection, maintenance or repair, or any other reasonable
response purpose or (ii) at any time in case emergency (the council being the sole judge of
what constitutes “an emergency.”)

12. It shall not be lawful nor in the power of the Tenant or his dependents as the only person
permitted to occupy the pitch to carry on upon the site or the pitch  or any part thereof any
trade business profession or work use the site or pitch for the sale or manufacture of goods
without prior written consent of the council.

13. It shall not be lawful nor in the power of the Tenant of his dependents as the only person
permitted to occupy the pitch to cause or allow to be caused on or about the pitch any
nuisance by noise or otherwise  (including without prejudice to the foregoing, generality,
public health or noise nuisance) which may in the sole option of the Council cause
convenience to the council, to other occupants of the site, any neighboring occupiers of
property in the vicinity of the site, or the public in general or which may in the opinion of the
council be injurious to amenity.

14. Provided that prior written notice is given by the tenant to the Council, the tenant shall be
permitted to vacate the Pitch for seasonal work for a period not exceeding 12 weeks in any 12
month period without the Tenants rights thereunder being forfeit. However, if the rental
charge is not paid to cover the period of absence, the council may re-let the Pitch and the
Tenant will not be able to return to the site unless there is another vacant Pitch and he enters
into another agreement.

15. Without prejudice to conditions 13 and 14 above, the burning of cars, tyres or any materials
whatsoever on the site or Pitch is prohibited.

16. No scrap materials or vehicles for breaking shall be permitted to be stored on the site or pitch
without prior written consent of the council having been obtained.

17. No business or trade may be carried out from the Site without the prior written consent of the
Councilbeing obtained.

18. The Tenant shall not use any generator on the Pitch or any other part of the site.



19. The Tenant must ensure that any electrical connection made to his possessions from the
electricity supply is by means of an approved weatherproof electrical plug top.

20. The Tenant is responsible for the replacement of the lights or fuses within the amenity block.

21. Bottled gas containers must be stored outside the caravan or in a compartment within the
caravan especially designed for the storage of such containers. Storage is limited to one 19kg
bottle or equivalent.

22. No petrol, diesel, paraffin or other inflammable liquid may be stored on the site or Pitch.

23. The Tenant is required to take all reasonable precautions to minimise the risk of fire and to
familiarise himself with the arrangements for fire fighting on the site.

24. All caravans and vehicles must be kept in mobile condition at all times. Wheels must not be
removed except briefly for repair.

25. The site road must be kept clear at all times. For the safety of Site Occupants, a speed limit of
five miles per hour will be observed on the site.

26. No animals will be permitted on the Site or Pitch without the express permission of the
Director of Housing and Property Services

27. No vehicles may be driven or parked on the grassed areas of the Site.

28. Television aerials or radio aerials may be erected unless expressly prohibited by the council.

The above conditions may be altered by the Council on giving one month’s prior notice in
writing.

The Tenant will comply with any instructions of the Travelling Persons Officer, or his duty,
concerning the parking of all vehicles on the site an on other matters contained  in these Conditions
Of Tenancy. Notices required to be served on the Council in terms of Conditions Of Tenancy. Notices
required to be served on the council in terms of conditions of tenancy will be properly served if given
to the Travelling Persons Officer and recited by the Travelling persons Officer as having being duly
delivered.

In the event of a Tenant or his/her dependents breach any of the above conditions of Tenancy, the
council will be entitled to terminate the Tenancy forthwith.

Signed on behalf of North Lanarkshire Council :

Designation :

ACCEPTED BY TENANT

 I have read/had read to me and understanding the forgoing offer of let and conditioned of Tenancy
attached thereto. I agree to abide by the terms and conditions contained thereon and acknowledge to
have received a copy of these conditions for my retention.



Signed.......................................................... Date.........................

Witness.................................................... ... Date.........................

Please sign on the line bearing your initials.

Date the form and return the form.



ESTATE MANAGEMENT ISSUES

1. A management committee will be set up comprising of the following individuals-

Accommodation Officer
Travelling Persons Officer
Senior Housing Officer
NLC Travelling Persons Liaison Officer
A Travelers representative

- initially meeting on a monthly basis, to become quarterly as appropriate.

The remit of the committee will be monitor performance in terms of site management and review
procedures, as paperwork, etc.., and feedback information to the Housing Department Senior
Management Team.

2. Development Programme

It is envisaged that an ongoing development Programme will be required to address issues
such as:-

The use of sites
Staff training needs
Links with the area housing offices
Complaints from the local community
Views of Travelling persons

Further considerations must be given to the “welfare” aspect of the Traveling Persons
Officers role especially in areas of benefits advice, truancy, literacy etc. and these will be
explored in consultation with the Travelling Persons Liaison Officer.

3. Clear information for tenants is required, preferably on laminated sheets, giving site rules in
easily understood language together with information on local medical services, schools, DSS
other Travelers Sites etc.

4. Annual monitoring report will be produced for submission to the corporate management team.
The Planning Exchange and Secretary of state’s Advisory Committee.



1. Rent Collection and Accounting

It is anticipated that a sizable proportion of tenants will be in receipt of housing benefit and
consequently it is necessary that the benefit entitlement is assessed as timorously as possible.
All moneys due for rent will be collected weekly by the site manager and delivered to the
council’s finance office by the Travelling Persons Officer.

The Travelling Persons Officer will keep ledger accounts for each tenant and accounts will be
balanced weekly by the Accommodation Officer.

Deposits of £50 will be collected from each tent prior to admission to the site. This cash will
be held by the finance department under a separate heading and any charges made for damage
or loss will be charges against the deposit. Refunds will be made by cheque giving one weeks
notice to the Site Manager.

2. Absence from site by travelers will occur for seasonal and occasional work.

This is only to be expected given the lifestyle of the tenants. The following procedures are
recommended to be put to practice in all sites.

a. Travelers wishing to leave the site for temporary period must give 7 days notice to the
Travelling Persons Officer.

b. Rent, at a rate of 75% of the standard rent, will continue to be charged during the tenants
absence.

c. No longer that 12 weeks in any years to be spent away from the site.

d. Tenants will only be allowed to leave and return if their tenancy has been conducted
satisfactorily.

e. The £50 deposit will be retained during the period of absence and used of offset any arrears if
the traveler fails to return.

f. The council reserves the right to terminate the tenancy if rent falls into arrears during the
tenants absence.

This procedure should be prevent travelers using the pitches merely as addresses and being absent
most of the time.

3. Electricity Supply

Electricity supplied by pre-paid power cards, sold by the Travelling Persons Officer on the
Site

4. Repairs and Maintenance

At present all repairs are dealt with the local housing office. As a separate expenditure code
has been set up to highlight repair costs attributable to the sites, it is recommended that repair
requests From he Travelling Persons Officer would continue to be generated to allow proper
control to be put in place.

Any work attributable to vandalism or negligence of the tenant would be recharged and can
be deducted from the deposit.



In addition to the normal “response” type repair work, planned and programmed maintenance
of fencing, painterwork, pathways etc. Would be included in the councils programmes.

5. General Estate Management

Selection of Tenants

Only trailers with caravans would be accepted. Applications from tent dwellers would not be
considered. Applicants with a local connection with North Lanarkshire would receive priority
in allocation of pitches. Applications will not be accepted from travelers who have
outstanding arrears from previously tenanted houses or Pitches.

Waiting Lists

The following conditions will apply-

1. Applications must be made on the official form supplied by the Council and applications will
be listed according to their date of application

2. An offer of a pitch will cancel the application, whether, the offer is accepted or not and a
subsequent application will be accepted and listed only at the day it is received.

3. Travelers who have previously been perpetrators of anti social behavior will not be offered a
pitch at any Council Site.

4. Any outstanding debts owed to the council must be cleared before an application will be
accepted.

To prevent any false hopes being built up, when the site is full, an active waiting list of 10 application
will be maintained. Any further applications will be advised that the list is presently full and their
names will be retained in date order until the 10 active applications have been dealt with, at which
time a further 10 applicants will be admitted to the list.

Site Cleaning

Individual tenants will be responsible for the cleanliness of their own pitches, chalets and bin stores.
In the event of failure to of so, the Travelling Persons Officer will advise them of their breach of
tenancy.

If necessary a warning letter will be sent advising them that-

a. The Tenant is in breach of their conditions of occupancy and legal action could be taken

b. The council will clean up the area and deduct the cost from their deposit.

The Travelling Persons Officer will be responsible for the cleaning and sweeping of the common
areas of the site. As and when required, assistance may be obtained from Environmental Services to
deal with large items or exceptional workloads. The Tenancy Services and Accommodation Manager
must be advised of any requests of this nature to retain budgetary control.
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MEETING REGARDING PROSTITUTION

Purpose of paper
1. To update the Committee on a meeting to discuss issues surrounding

prostitution held on 13 February 2001.

Action
2. The Committee is requested to note details of the meeting and accept the

recommendations.

Recommendation
3. Gender Reporter recommendation is to forward copies of this report to the

Justice Committees and the Minister for Justice, for information.

Introduction

4. Given the potential sensitivity surrounding the subject matter of the
discussion, no details of other participants will be given. Where relevant,
Scottish Executive policy is quoted in footnotes

Prostitution and Rape

5. The topic under discussion was the rape of female prostitutes by men. The
issue discussed was that the Procurator Fiscal requires to consider the case
significant before further action is taken. Of those rape cases brought before
courts, 9% result in conviction. Given the low conviction to accusation rates,
would the law have been changed in other crimes to improve this ratio?1

6. The question of anonymity for all involved in a rape case was discussed and
agreed. The discussion touched on the perception (in male/female cases) that
rape was, in some way, seen as the fault of the woman.

7. Similarly, in order to bring any case to court there was a great deal of
preparatory work necessary. Given the need for the Procurator Fiscal to
consider the case significant, the balance of probability during the
investigation must remain that there is, at the very least, a case to answer.

                                           
1 “Offences, such as rape or assault committed against anyone including a prostitute during the
course of his or her work, are taken seriously and will be dealt with in the same way regardless of
who the victim is”



8. The issue of guidance for Sheriffs was discussed and the fact that the great
majority of Sheriffs are male. Similarly, attempting to bring the previous
sexual history of the plaintiff into evidence as directly relevant to the trial was
seen as, at best, irrelevant. Contrast was drawn with cases such as burglary
or assault where not only are previous convictions not mentioned during the
course of the trial, they cannot be mentioned without causing a mis-trial.

Status of Prostitutes and Prostitution

9. The legal process surrounding charging prostitutes was discussed: solely
charging the prostitutes is inequitable as it ignores the buyers at the expense
of the seller. In addition, the apparent habitual charging of prostitutes whilst
not charging male patrons for purchasing was seen as treating the symptoms,
not the cause.2 There is legal capability to charge those who violently coerce
“pimping”3, but there are low charge rates and lower conviction rates4. It is
clear that women enter prostitution for socio-economic reasons, rather than
for aspirational reasons.

10. The vast majority of women enter prostitution due to factors such as previous
abuse, current drug dependency, poverty or violent coercion.5 These factors
place the issue firmly within the social justice agenda, rather than the
criminal.6

11. The need to adopt an inter-agency approach on the prevention of the activity
(and likely subsequent offences) was touched upon.7 The different
approaches to policing was discussed with the marked contrast between
policies in Edinburgh and Glasgow being highlighted. The comparative figure
of 5 women charged with prostitution in Edinburgh against 947 in Glasgow
was cited.8

                                           
2 “While it is the case that there is no statutory provision in Scotland which makes it an offence to
pay an adult prostitute to have sex, there are occasions when certain related behaviour can be
prosecuted..e.g…kerb crawling, or offering money for sexual acts where this behaviour is likely to
cause fear or alarm, can amount to breach of the peace”
3 “There are also provisions relating to trading in prostitution and brothel keeping.”
4 “in the last 3 years there were a total of 28 “pimping” cases [s.7 & s.11 of The Criminal Law
(Consolidation)(Scotland) Act 1995] brought to the attention of [the Crown Office]; 13 of these
resulted in a prosecution; 8 resulted in a not guilty verdict, 2 in a not guilty verdict and 3.”
5 “There are over 1,000 street prostitutes in Glasgow and the majority area addicted to drugs. The
experience of women involved in prostitution reveals high levels of sexual abuse, drug use,
poverty and homelessness.”
6 “The police are well aware that children do not enter prostitution willingly and their involvement
is usually indicative of coercion or deception rather than choice. The police fully recognise that
those who are responsible for the abuse and coercion of children in this way should be rigorously
investigated and prosecuted.”
7 “[The police] do not believe that children involved in prostitution should be treated as miniature
adults and believe that a multi-agency approach is needed to help them out of their lifestyles.”
8 Scottish Executive Statistical Bulletin CrJ/2000/2 (which includes prostitution in “Crimes of
Indecency – Other”) cites 1999 figures for all of the category as 88 offences for Lothian and
Borders force area and 1,228 offences for Strathclyde force area.



12. As well as a change in the law (or at least status before it) a change in the
perception of prostitution was required. Certainly a recognition that rather
than financial or sexual activity, prostitution was best viewed as abuse. That
would perhaps help to place the activity firmly in the context of perpetuating
an abusive system, through its availability, rather than merely existing to meet
a demand within society. The analogous situation of pornography, as a
means of perpetuating power, was discussed.

13. In addition, the issue of under-age prostitutes was discussed. In particular the
fact that it appeared that patrons of under-age prostitutes were not
automatically charged with child abuse.9

14. Possible routes out of prostitution (through for example the “Routes Out”
Social Inclusion Partnership in Glasgow) were discussed.10 The possibility
that a conviction for prostitution carried with it an automatic entry on a
Register of Sex Offences was raised and will be investigated further. Such
action would seriously jeopardise the future employment possibilities of those
seeking to leave prostitution and would not accurately reflect the exploited
status of prostitutues.

15. Contrast was also drawn to the fact that while a women convicted of
prostitution faced probable entry on a register of sex offenders, not only were
the buyer(s) not placed on any register, they were not even charged

16. Studies by Leeds Metropolitan University have examined the pilot of offering
those convicted of prostitution either a criminal conviction or a re-education
programme.

Perception of prostitution

17. There was also discussion of whether the activity of “purchasing” women
(through prostitution or pornography) was seen as a problem: it appeared that
it was not viewed as a problem. Uncited studies by Edinburgh University

                                           
9 “The Criminal Law (Consolidation)(Scotland) Act 1995 creates offences of having sexual
intercourse with or using lewd, indecent or libidinous practices or behaviour towards a girl who is
under 16. In addition [it is an] offence to procure or attempt to procure any woman under the age
of 21 effectively for the purposes of prostitution either in the UK or abroad…..the police treat all
crimes involving children seriously and in these circumstances would always submit a case to the
Procurator Fiscal”
10 “one of the 6 thematic SIPs, which look specifically at social inclusion in particular client groups
across Scotland…The SIP is a city wide partnership supported by Glasgow City Council,
Strathclyde Police, Greater Glasgow health Board, the City Centre Initiative Project, Women
Support Project and Base 75. Its aims are preventing women, particularly vulnerable young
women, becoming involved in prostitution; providing viable alternatives to women who seek to
leave prostitution; helping them to access services such as safe housing, childcare support, drug
programmes and training and employment opportunities; changing public perceptions of
prostitution and involving women themselves in shaping and developing services.”



showed that in a study interviewing males convicted if rape, all those
interviewed were firm in their believe that the victim had, in some way,
encouraged or condoned the action.

18. Such a viewpoint was seen to be dangerous and, rather than merely being
marginal, pervaded society. The extent to which the attitude persisted was
difficult to assess: accordingly, the scale of action necessary to affect a
change in attitude (e.g. education etc) is difficult to estimate.

19. There was discussion on whether the act of purchasing sex should be
criminalised, or at the very least viewed as an anti-social activity.

Bias

20. In discussions over the legal system the issue of doubt was raised: is the
legal process which surrounds rape cases such that it causes women victims
to doubt themselves?

Conclusion

21. The Reporter will continue to take evidence from relevant groups on this issue
and report back.

Recommendation

22. The Committee is invited to approve the following actions:

(i) send a copy of this report to the Justice Committees, for
information; and

(ii) send a copy of this report to the Minister for Justice for
information

Elaine Smith MSP
Gender Reporter to the Equal Opportunities Committee
March 2001
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1. REFUGEES & ASYLUM SEEKERS

Last week I met with Sally Daghlian of the Scottish Refugee Council.  A wide
variety of issues were discussed.

An agreement was made that the matter of the discrimination encountered by
refugees and asylum seekers moving to Scotland under the dispersal programme
should be kept as high on our agenda as possible.

Recommendation – Regular contact should be kept with organisations in this
field in order that the Committee is kept regularly informed of developments.

2. SECTARIANISM

This subject has been acquiring greater prominence of late.  A series of meetings
have been undertaken with various religious bodies preparing the ground for a
more comprehensive inquiry into the subject by the committee at some future
point.

I can advise that I also met recently with representatives of the Scottish Inter-
Faith Council in Glasgow.

Recommendation – Regular meetings with faith groups should be maintained in
preparation for the full report when the committee work plan permits.

3. DEFINITIONS OF RELIGIOUS DISCRIMINIATION

It has recently been brought to my attention that some religious groups are not
clear about the recommendations made by the Equal Opportunities Committee
on the Housing Bill and Regulation of Care Bill.

We sought to include a section on discrimination relating to local authorities
policy in forming strategies.  However, it would appear that there is uncertainty
as to whether this relates to,either, service providers, service users or both.

Recommendation – That the committee clarifies this point, possibly by writing to
the Minister for Justice if necessary.


